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Intro
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Introduction

Developer Relations + Marketing at BuidlBox

Advice Columnist for Reinvented Magazine

MS in CompSci

DEI +B Advocate 

Mom to 2.



Agenda

Definitions

Why DEI in Web3:

Activities



Privledge

“First and foremost, understanding privilege 
requires an understanding of how systems 
have been put in place so that we all 
experience privilege of some 
sort”-https://www.shegeeksout.com/blog/superhero-s
eries-how-privilege-shows-up-at-work/

https://www.buzzfeed.com/stephenlaconte/how-privileg
ed-are-you-quiz

https://www.shegeeksout.com/blog/superhero-series-how-privilege-shows-up-at-work/
https://www.shegeeksout.com/blog/superhero-series-how-privilege-shows-up-at-work/


Harvard Implicit Bias

Definition of bias:
inclination or 
prejudice for or 
against one person 
or group, especially 
in a way considered 
to be unfair.



Allyship

“Anyone has the potential to be an ally. Allies recognize that though they’re not a 
member of the underinvested and oppressed communities they support, they 
make a concerted effort to better understand the struggle, every single day. 
Because an ally might have more privilege and recognizes said privilege, they are 
powerful voices alongside oppressed ones.”



Accomplice

an accomplice is someone who assists others in creating a space of inclusion, 
equity, and safety for all, often at the risk of their own social and/or professional 
standing and physical well-being. 



Why is it important in web3

Section 1



35%
Racially Diverse Teams Outperform Non-diverse Teams

https://blog.clearcompany.com/10-diversity-hiring-statistics-that-will-make-you-rethink-your-decisions

https://blog.clearcompany.com/10-diversity-hiring-statistics-that-will-make-you-rethink-your-decisions


41%
Teams Where Men and Women are Equal Earn 41% More 
Revenue

https://blog.clearcompany.com/10-diversity-hiring-statistics-that-will-make-you-rethink-your-decisions

https://blog.clearcompany.com/10-diversity-hiring-statistics-that-will-make-you-rethink-your-decisions


Decentralization

What is Decentralization?

Why is it important in web3?

How can it be applied in allyship?



Self Sovereignty and Identity

What is Identity?

Why is it important in web3?

How can it be applied in allyship?



Plurality

What is Plurality?

Why is it important in web3?

How can it be applied in allyship?



Let’s be Super H.E.R.O.S
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H- Hold Space

- Set aside tickets for marginalized groups at conferences
- Host workshops or learning cohorts
- Be intentional about panels and public facing opportunities



E-Environmental Safety

Have a code of conduct and enforce it.

Be aware of triggers and microaggressions

Be aware of privilege and power dynamics

Speak up!



R- Remove, Reflect and Retain



Remove any unnecessary barriers to entry

Remove bias language from job descriptions.

Remove biased requirements for jobs.

Remove any vague requirements for advancement



Are you being exclusive?



Or Inclusive



DO you have an open door?



Reflect:

Reporting

Roles

Responsibilities

Transparency



Diversity Reports

“Many employees tell us these reports 
make them feel like they’re reduced to 
numbers.”

-Square’s Diversity Statement
https://squareup.com/us/en/l/diversity

https://squareup.com/us/en/l/diversity


Diversity Reports Problems

● Often overlook Intersectionality
● Often aren’t inclusive.
● Often focused solely on Diversity but not Inclusion and Belonging.
● Overly focused on metrics and numbers.



DEI OKRs

● Measured across the year
● Allows you to get Specific
● Prioritizes
● Focuses on removing barriers



Retain

Double check levels.

Clear Supported Advancement

Transparent Salary Compensation and adjustments.

Double Check that policies support career and life advancement.



O- Outside the box

Recruit from non-traditional places.

Find people where they are.

Try something new.



Show me the money

Donate to a Gitcoin Grants Round.

Have an DEI initiative.

Hire a DEI team.

Invest in Diverse Web3 projects



Shout it out. (Amplify)



Do the Work
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Pick 1 of the following:

Let’s Do the work!

Activities:
Privledge Test
Implicit Bias Test
Code of Conduct-> Procedure
Diverse Mods:
Open Ended Role:
Share Roles with Diverse Networks:
Diverse Leadership
Donate:DEI Grants Round
Twitter Amplification:
EFDevCon Champions: 

https://www.buzzfeed.com/stephenlaconte/how-privileged-are-you-quiz
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatouchtestv2.html


Check your privilege, fight against biases, be a 
hero.



Thank you!

Gloria Kimbwala
Developer Relations + Marketing Strategist, Buidlbox

gloria@buildbox.io

@gkimbwala   @gkimbwala   gkimbwala.ethgkimbwala | Gitcoin#5370



Harvard Implicit Bias Test
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatouchtestv2.html
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Privilege Test: 
https://www.buzzfeed.com/stephenlaconte/how-privileged-are-you-quiz
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Agree to disagree:

CS Graduates make the best engineers.
The best employees graduate from the best schools.
There is no good local talent.
Our competitive edge is our compensation.
Top Schools produce the Top talent



What are  your current DEI Obstacles?

● Problem
● Solution
● Barrier
● Champion
● What’s their stake in it? / Motivation
● Objection from them or others
● Overcoming that objection


